
Always offer 
high quality
We have been producing high quality 
products under the principle of bou-
tique production.
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about us

Since 2007, Istanbul-based Glory Blind has been producing 
high quality products under the principle of boutique pro-
duction.

Glory Blinds produces wooden venetian blinds, aluminum 
venetian blinds, pvc venetian blinds, zebra blinds, roller 
blinds, vertical blind, Benthin blind, motorized blinds, blinds 
rail system, pleated & duette blinds, vision blind, silhouette 
blinds, japanese blinds, folding blind, winter garden, alumi-
num roller shutters, external blinds, rustics & accessories, fab-
ric types, zip blinds & guillotine window and pergola systems. 
In addition, our company is specialized in the electric remote 
controlled blinds systems.

Doing business under the unconditional customer satis-
faction, our company uses raw materials that are in no way 
harmful to human health. Our products are warranted for 
24 months against mechanism and production faults. Our 
products are being producing according to ISO 9001:2015, 
ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018 quality standards.Also, 
adopting an innovative approach and keeping abreast with 
the latest trends.

Glory Blinds, registered trademark under which our products 
are marketed. Our company provides an exclusive business 
model to all business partners thanks to boutique production 
approach.

Always being an inno-
vative, high-quality and 
reliable company, to 
provide our clients the 
product of their choice in 
the best manner and in 
the fastest way. Also, to be 
among the industry lead-
ing companies in our field, 
adhered to the principle of 
boutique production.

Vision

exclusive business 
model to all business 
partners
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Product Range

Customer Satisfaction

Continuous Development

Quality

Fast Delivery

Best Price Policy
Availability of a wide range of prod-
ucts, colors and materials to meet all 
your needs in each category.

With team of experts and aftersales 
support, Glory Blinds adopts the princi-
ple of customer-focused business.

Being a lead of sector developments, 
Glory Blinds produces under the phi-
losophy of continuous development.

Glory Blinds’ flawless production approach is based on ISO 9001:2015, 
ISO 14001:2015 ve ISO 45001:2018 Quality Standarts. Also, products 
are warranted for 24 months.

Glory Blinds manufactures products within 3 to 5 business days of de-
livery with its boutique production infrastructure and delivers them 
to its customers on time.

Thanks to industry specific products and service diversity, Glory Blinds 
not only offers best unit prices but also solutions enhanced with extra 
values minimizing the total costs across entire product ranges.

Glory Blinds has been expanding business owing to professional 
staff who are open to development and adopt the growth as their 
target. Our company targets at becoming a brand recognized 
in the sector with the quality and fast production by holding 
the principle of trustworthiness and customer satisfaction at the 
highest levels.

Mission
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quality policy

ISO 9001:2015

We offer our products to our business partners within the 
frame of the following approaches in order to precisely deter-
mine and meet the requests of our customers and employ-
ees:

Our company manufacture with this approach and has ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 14001: 2015 
and ISO 45001: 2018 quality certificates.

Starting from the purchasing 
stage, Glory applies quality 
management systems consist-
ing of all the phases such as 
marketing, design, production, 
quality control and after-sales 
services and we intend to 
continuously develop ourselves 
through our quality manage-
ment system.

Offering better products and better services through con-
stant development
Being able to be competitive with pricing
Delivering on time
Never compromising on safety or quality
Ensuring the future of our company, employees, and the 
environment
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ISO 14001:2015

ISO 45001:2018

THE BEST QUALITY PRODUCT AND 
SERVICE APPROACH

Together with the concerns about 
environment growing all over the 
world, 14001:2015, has come to 
be known as the highest responsi-
bility for the sake of environment. 
14001:2015standards have a positive 
and important impact on corporate 
image as well as enabling to reduce 
environmental liabilities and waste, 
increase business efficiency and 
reduce the cost.

One of the most significant human 
resource issues faced in business is 
the absence of a secure and healthy 
work environment for workers. ISO 
45001:2018 standards for the purpose 
of integrating companies into qual-
ity, environment, and occupational 
health and safety systems.
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product 
range
Availability of a wide range of products, 
colors and materials to meet all your needs 
in each category.
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Venetian Wooden

Venetian Aluminum

Natural beauty in 
narrow spaces

Your eye-catching 
and pleasant choice

Alternative for your 
different sizes

Has non-standard 
width

Wooden Venetian Blind is one of our most 
preferred blinds types due to its healthy and 
natural, easy using, durable and very practical 
cleaning. In addition to being preferred in 
offices, this type of curtain provides a deco-
rative appearance and practicality in homes. 
It is produced in desired colors and sizes in 
accordance with the requests of the users and 
easily assembled.

Wooden venetian blind can be used with rope 
mechanism, chain mechanism, or motorized 
systems. Blackout and daylight control are 
provided by the up and down movement of 
the slats. The wooden venetian can prefer to 
thickness like 25mm, 35mm, 50mm, and 63mm. 
According to slat colors, can be choses the tape 
and rope. Please note that, the tape system uses 
just with 25mm wooden venetian blind.

The raw material of blinds is aluminum which 
is a light and durable. The working principle is 
exactly the same as other venetian blinds. We 
have 16mm, 25mm ve 50mm slat size in alu-
minum venetian blind. In addition, we can use 
16mm aluminum venetian in double glazing.

The reasons for the preference of aluminum 
venetian blind is that it can be easily applied in 
narrow window frames and gives an aesthet-
ically pleasing appearance.Also, it is preferred 
by our customers because it is very easy to 
clean. The working principle of aluminum 
venetian, which moves horizontally have 
90 degree angle provides day mode. When 
it have 180 degree angle, provides a night 
mode. Having nearly 90 color options in our 
series makes it easy for you to choose the 
suitable color for the indoor environment.

25mm wooden

16mm aluminum 
venetian blinds

50mm wooden

50mm aluminum 
venetian blinds

35mm wooden

25mm aluminum 
venetian blind

63mm wooden

Double glazing 
venetian

Available with 16mm, 25mm, 
50mm and Double Glazing 
Venetian options

Available with 25mm, 35mm, 
50mm ve 63mm slat options
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Venetian Plastic

Zebra Blinds

It is best option for humidly areas with its 
moisture resistance and elegance looks.

Actual series are consist of 110 colors and 
18 series. The fabric structures are high 
quality and have different models.

Premium series consists of 75 colors and 
19 series. Fabric structure is higher quality 
than actual series.

This blinds called to plastic or pvc 
venetian blinds. We produce this 
product with a slat width of 50 
mm. Plastic venetian blinds offer 
wooden look and feel with their 
color options.

Plastic Venetian blinds are extreme-
ly suitable for high humidity inte-
riors such as bathrooms, laundries 
and kitchens with their durability. 
This product is moisture resistant. 
Unlike real wooden venetian blinds, 
it can be washed. This type of blind 
is also very successful in cutting the 
sun from outside. many people to 
choose this product because we 
have many color options.

Zebra blinds working principle is the same as roller blinds. But 
through this blinds texture, works as both a tulle and regular blinds.

By using this blind as a tulle, you can ensure that daylight enters 
the room. By using it as a sun visor, you can prevent your view from 
the outside or create a dark environment. Also, the washable fabric 
makes it possible to use again. Easy and practical usage makes this 
blinds the most preferred type.

Our Zebra collection consists of actual and premium series and has 
nearly 200 color options.

Plastic venetian blinds 50mm

Actual series

Premium series

Available with 50 
mm slat options

Available with actual 
and premium series
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Roller Blinds

This type of fabric, which we called 
blackout or york weave, prevents the 
sun from passing into the interior 
with 0% sun permeability. We are 
adding value to your place with its 
color options.

It is a kind of blinds that usually use in office environments. Its compo-
sition is PVC coated on glass fiber that does not contain carcinogenic 
substances. It is resistant to water and moisture. The fabrics are woven 
in the form of fine mesh. Light transmittance between tulle and fabric 
is one of the most successful shading roller blind fabrics. It prevents 
the curtains from igniting with its non-flammable feature.

Fabric, color and pattern options of 
roller blinds are quite a lot. In addition, 
roller blind has been preferred a lot 
in recent years due to its offers easy 
use and economical solution for your 
blind needs.

These blinds consist are blackout, 
screen, pes screen, matte, tulle, dou-
ble, printed, projection blinds options. 
We manufacture with fabrics that raw 
materials such as The raw material 
of the fabrics we manufacture are 
polyester, cotton, and acrylic.

Roller blinds consist of wrapped fabric 
in aluminum pipes and have the abil-
ity to move up and down with their 
mechanism. It can be controlled by 
chain, spring and remote controlled 
motorized system. Roller blinds are 
much more advantageous due to 
their easy installation and cleaning 
compared to other types. It is the 
ideal blind type for homes and offices.

Blackout blinds Screen blinds

01 02

Available with blackout, screen, pes 
screen, matte, tulle, projection, double 
and printed options
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It does not contain bacteria thanks to its antibacte-
rial feature. It is produced from polyester fabric that 
does not contain carcinogenic substances. This type 
of blind has sun protect more than the screen blind 
and it is antibacterial.

It is one of our most preferred 
curtain types by customers. It has a 
wide range of colors and is easy to 
clean.

This product is generally used with double roller 
blinds. It adds elegance to the environment with its 
transparent texture. It will be among your preferences 
with its wide product range and our color choice. This 
blind can be cleaned by wiping it with a damp cloth.

Double roller blinds are made of transparent and 
covering fabric, both blinds can be controlled sep-
arately on a single case. The working principle has a 
double pipe system. The transparent fabric can use as 
tulle, the other fabric can use as normal curtain. You 
can choose patterned and solid color fabrics in this 
product.

Pes screen blinds

Matte roller blinds

Tulle roller blinds

Double roller blinds

Roller Blinds

03

04

06

05
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It is our type of blinds that we generally use in 
presentation and projection. We produce spe-
cial cases made of PVC for projection blinds. 
This product can be easily cleaned with a 
mild soap cloth. It can be used in all areas that 
need presentation, such as hotels, educational 
institutions and offices.

It is a type of blinds that you can 
apply any pattern, color or picture 
you want to your curtains. We can 
print them on screen, matte roller 
and blackout fabrics. Just send us 
high resolution image that you want 
to use

Projection blinds Printed roller blinds

Vertical blinds systems

We offer this product with 89mm 
and 127mm options. We apply 
vertically blinds with more than 
300 color and pattern options in 
our product range.

This blind system is very easy to 
use and have wide product range 
and color options. In addition, it 
is highly preferred due to its easy 
installation and vertical working 
principle. Its working methods are 
opening from middle and opening 
to right or left side.

Roller Blinds

07 08

Available with vertical tulle, 
vertical pvc, vertical fab-
ric and vertical aluminum 
options
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This product group presents the blinds used as 
tulle – sunshade – drapery in a single fabric with a 
mechanism. This blind position is vertical it is work-
ing as tulle, when you turn 90 degrees right or left it 
is turn to sunshade. In addition, it is one of the most 
preferred types with its nearly 50 color options. Being 
washable and easy to put on and apply are the most 
prominent features. You can easily wash it with at 
600 cycles and 30 degrees water heat.

The product in vertical fabric blinds series work 
vertically with 89mm / 127mm slats. It is a highly pre-
ferred model with its nearly 500 fabrics options. You 
can choose screen, blackout and antibacterial pes 
screen fabrics in this product. Also, you can choose 
your fabrics as printed or from solid color series.

We offer vertical aluminum blinds with a slat width of 
89mm. This blinds offers the opportunity to control 
the daylight and heat entering the inside. It adapts 
to any place you intend to use with different color 
options.

This product works with a chain mechanism on the 
rail with 89mm vertical pvc slats. Vertical PVC curtain 
is also preferred with its wide color and pattern op-
tions. This product is cleaned very easily. There for it is 
mostly used in offices, but at the same time it is also 
preferred in homes recently.

Vertical Blind Systems

Vertical tulle blinds

Vertical fabric blinds

Aluminium vertical blind

Vertical PVC blinds
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It offers remote control options 
for your blinds.

It provides ease of use with its quali-
ty and special structure.

Benthin motor Benthin rails

Benthin blinds systems

We offer Benthin blinds system in two ways: vertical rail and motorized system. 
Benthin Vertical PVC blinds are very successful in protecting from the sun and also 
preferred for its ease of use. This product, which has a unique working principle, offers 
you German quality in its rail system.

Benthin vertical blinds meet all requirements especially in offices with its special 
systems. It is also highly preferred in boutique and luxury projects. For great size of 
projects, Benthin blinds can be supplied in special colors according to your wishes. 
Thus, color combination can be matched with existing architectural elements.

Availa-
ble with 
Benthin 
motor 
and rail 
options
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Motorized blinds systems

Blinds rail systems

Motorized blind systems can apply in all 
our product groups. In motorized blind 
option, you can control opening and 
closing of the curtains with the remote. 
We offer the most suitable option for 
your place according to the character-
istics of the product and its weight. We 
offer you the most suitable product ac-
cording to your demand such as Somfy 
motorized blinds originating in France, 
Benthin motorized blinds originating 
in Germany and some Far East origin 
products. These blinds are comfortable 
and easy to use. They are all can be used 
both at home and in corporate areas.

Rail system is a mechanism that 
facilitates movement of tulle and 
drapes instead of the cornice. The 
curtain provides motion with rope 
opening from middle or one-sided 
opening. There are two types of op-
tions, mechanical and motorized.

Manuel rail systems are generally 
used in hospital, hotel, meeting 
room curtains. This system offer 
integrity with oriental rails for 
corner turns.

Alternative mechanical 
rail systems instead of 
cornices

Alternative motorized 
rail systems instead of 
cornice

Separator rails for 
hospital curtains

Manuel rail Motorized rails Hospital Rails 
(cubicle tracks)

We offer the most suitable mo-
zorized blind options for your 
spaces.

Available 
with manuel, 
motorized 
and hospital 
rails options
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Pleated & duette blinds

Pleated blinds and Duette blinds due to have flexible 
structure can be easily applied to narrow areas as 
balcony, ceilings, windows in triangular and circular 
shapes.

The pleated blinds the most obvious specification is 
that gets the sunlight very well and does not show 
the inside of the room from the outside. That blinds 
provide easy use with washable and wipe able feature. 
Also, they have non-flammable feature in the fabric 
range. With its wide pattern and color variety, the 
pleated blind moves up and down thanks to its adjust-
able rope. It can be opened and closed at the desired 
setting like shape of “V”. This type of curtain is very easy 
to install.

Duet curtain or Honeycomb blinds has double fabric 
structure.It has an active role in temperature trans-
mission owing to its shapes that resemble bee peters 
as an external appearance. With its different fabric, 
it is a kind of curtain that we prefer for the narrow 
or irregular areas instead of pleated blinds. The fact 
that it is washable like a pleated curtain is among its 
advantages.

Pleated blinds offers 
you a solution in tight 
spaces.

With the structure and 
functionality of Duette 
blinds (honeycomb), 
it offers you a different 
solution in narrow 
spaces.

Pleated blindsDuette blinds 
(Honeycomb)

The best choice for 
narrow spaces with 
its flexible structure
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Vision blinds

Silhouette blinds

Vision Curtain models consist 
of 3 different types as vision, 
vision ribbon and vision plus. 
It aims to emphasize the aes-
thetics with woven parallel 
fabric bands. It is a modern 
mechanical curtain system.

It combines three different systems together. It is 
collecting function of tulle, sunscreen and venetian 
blinds in one mechanism and can move in a practical 
way. Silhoutte Curtain is an excellent decoration and 
curtain type with its double bellows structure in terms 
of usage and function. It is also called shadow blinds. It 
works as blackout when fully closed.

We have motorized and manual choices. This type 
of curtain provides an aesthetic appearance in the 
interior as well as providing ease of use. Since it can be 
designed with the desired patterns, it also provides the 
opportunity to produce according to personal wishes. 
Silhouette curtain is used in homes that are important 
for decoration, and it is also ideal for workplaces. It is 
also easy to clean, you can carefully wipe this curtain, 
regularly.

Three different functions, one 
type of single curtain

Available with 
vision, vision 
ribbon ve 
vision plus 
options
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Japanese blinds

Folding blinds

Winter garden systems

Japanese blind seems like vertical blinds at first 
look but it is different. The slats are wider and not 
turning. It is a type of blinds its slat can be produced 
from different materials. Also it is called sliding pan-
els. It can be used for covering extra-large windows, 
sliding doors and dividing rooms. It is also suitable 
for using with motorized systems. The operating 
principle of Japanese blinds is the same as roller 
blinds. The blinds’ slats move horizontally when you 
give movement to chain up and down.

Folding blinds are an effec-
tive solution especially in 
temperature control besides 
light. The most prominent 
aspect is that it gives the 
place a modern and stylized 
appearance. In general, the 
position of the curtain is 
adjusted by rope or chain. 
Chains can be preferred as 
plastic or metal. It is a type of 
blind that can be used with 
motorized systems.

Especially in the cold winter months and 
rainy days, winter garden designed to use our 
fields in front of the garden. It is made of steel, 
aluminum profile and glass materials. Owing to 
the winter garden, it is possible to feel garden 
areas atmosphere, even when the weather 
conditions are bad.

As Glory Blinds, we are extremely careful and 
attentive about technical details and crafts-
manship. At every stage, we make the most 
accurate production by making calculation.

It creates new living spaces 
with innovative ideas

It offers different 
usage for your tradi-
tional curtains

You can 
enjoy 
the chal-
lenging 
weather 
conditions
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Zip blinds & guillotine window 
and pergola systems

Zip blinds developed to create a dark and blackout environment at out-
door. Zip blinds, which is used to create a separate section especially for of-
fices and restaurants, also prevents the sun rays. Thus, it is possible to create 
a less lighted space and add a different elegance to the environment.

Zip curtains are preferred in cafes, villas, winter garden, summer gardens, 
balconies, office interiors, open terraces. Zip curtain fabrics are wipeable 
and washable. In order to prevent any traces on the fabric after cleaning, it 
should be waited for the fabric to dry.

Guillotine window and pergola systems are our alternative solutions using 
similar areas like zip curtains.

It is used for create a sepa-
rate section in places such as 
restaurants where people go 
extensively.

It is preferred the areas that open 
to outside in restaurants and 
houses. Provides indoor warm 
atmosphere at on the outdoors.

This product as an ideal choice 
for those who want to expe-
rience the atmosphere of the 
outdoors in their indoor spaces.

Zip blinds Pergola systems Guillotine window

3 different 
solutions that 
combine out-
door and in-
door
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Aluminum
roller shutters

It provides elegance with 
its color options, provides 
insulation and security 
with its structure

Aluminum roller shutters extend strength 
of your house by protecting it from climatic 
conditions. Thanks to the polyurethane foam 
inside, it also provides significant heat and 
sound insulation. It also has the feature of 
being a deterrent to theft incidents.

Aluminum roller shutter systems can be 
applied with roller in classic style; It can also be 
applied automatically thanks to tubular motor-
ized systems. In addition to being extremely 
safe, it also adds different aesthetic to the 
buildings.

External blinds

Exterior blinds called sunslat , per lamel passed extrusion thermal progress made of material producing as bou-
tique dimensions. Glory lamels used , compared to Europe models(0,40-0,60mm width, 30mm-60mm thicness ) 
more efficiency than standart , with features width 80mm & 1,00mm thickness against wind impact , sun rays. The 
products are produced like two types , PA Motors and Rts motor with remote controller.

Glory lamel slats has thickness 1mm and width 80mm concave shape. That is why this feature provides an average 
heat save of 35-40% in cold seasons. The cable needed average is 2*1,5 TTR model for per external blinds.

Sunslat exteri-
or blinds pro-
vide an aver-
age of 35-40% 
heat savings in 
cold seasons
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Rustics & accessories
It is an alternative and decorative accessory used in-
stead of cornice, which is the carrier of your curtains. 
It is possible to assemble it on wall or ceiling.

Our product range includes brass rustic, polyester 
rustic, bright rustic, nickel rustic, inox rustic, alumi-
num rustic, ferrous rustic, metal renso, polyester 
renso, metal hanger, rustic fittings, rustic ring and 
other auxiliary products. Rustic curtains comple-
mentary products are : blinds crown, Renso, brachol, 
tassel, and hangers.

You can change the atmosphere of the 
place with metal and inox rustic.

Reach different patterns and options 
with polyester rustic.

Enjoy the vintage look with your brass 
rustic options.

At the rustic choices; it will be comple-
mentary auxiliaries are brachol, renso, 
metal tube, curtain hanger.

Metal rustics Polyester rustics

Brass rustics Accessories

Rustics are available 
with metal, polyester 
and brass options
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Fabric types

We offer you many options with our wide range and quality fabric types. You can supply any color of fabric as 
wholesale. We supply zebra fabric, roller fabric, screen fabric, blackout fabric, vertical tulle fabric, drapery fabrics, 
hospital blind fabrics and many other blinds fabric as wholesale.

We can share with you 
catalogs of zebra blind 
fabrics. Please contact us.

We can share with you 
catalogs of roller blind 
fabric. Please contact us.

We can share with you 
catalog of vertical tulle 
blind fabric. Please con-
tact us.

We can share with you 
catalogs of hospital blind 
fabric. Please contact us.

We can share with you 
catalogs of blackout 
blind fabric. Please con-
tact us.

We can share with you 
catalog of drapery fabric. 
Please contact us.

We can share with you 
catalogs of screen blind 
fabric. Please contact us.

Zebra blinds 
fabrics

Roller blind 
fabrics

Vertical tulle 
blinds fabrics

Hospital blind 
fabrics

Blackout blind 
fabrics

Drapery fabrics

Screen blind 
fabrics

Wholesale 
fabric with 
wide prod-
uct range 
and color 
options
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Tulle & drapery blackout curtains

Suitable for homes, offices, hospital rooms, etc. 
contributes to the privacy of spaces. In addition, 
with our wide product range, drapery blackout 
curtain also contributes to the decoration of 
spaces.

Lace detailed tulle curtains can be preferred for 
classical space. Satin details can also be added 
value for tulle curtains.

Drapery Blackout CurtainTulle Curtain

01 02

Glory Blinds serves the wholesalers as 
well as retailers with its exclusive Tulle 
and Drapery, upholstery, blackout 
fabric collections. Our company is 
carrying out local and international 
operations without compromising 
design and quality. We are partne-
ring with the world-leading tull and 
drapery,blackout fabric collection 
brands.

We are improving the value of next-
gen interior architecture projects 
thanks to our curtain fabric collecti-
ons. You can bring artistic touches to 
your living spaces by getting support 
from our interior architects and sales 
representatives.

We look forward to see you at our 
showroom to explore our collections 
to open the doors of this fascinating 
world.

We are bringing artistic touches to 
your living spaces, with the wor-
ld-leading Tulle and Drapery-blac-
kout fabric collections.
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Upholstery fabric

We offer many options with our wide ran-
ge of products and variety of top-quality 
upholstery fabric. Also, we are happy to 
help you create a unique distinction in 
your designs with chenille, silk, silk velvet, 
villa velvet,upholstery fabrics etc.

We always seek maximum efficiency in 
design through our specialist staff of in-
terior architecture project department. 
Glory Blinds, we offer tailor-made designs 
and productions exclusive to you with the 
fabrics that best suit to the design of your 
space among the hundreds of patterns 
and color variants without compromising 
quality.

We look forward to see you at your 
showroom to explore our upholstery col-
lection and all other collections.

With chenille, silk, silk 
velvet, villa velvet, etc. 
upholstery fabrics, 
we are bringing an 
artistic touch to your 
living spaces.
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Wallpaper

Glory Blinds wallpaper collection consists of 
the products of the brands that have highest 
standards.

We offer solutions that suit to any space and 
function thanks to wallpapers with vinyl, felt 
and textile substrate at the request of our cus-
tomers.

In addition, we also offer an exclusive alternati-
ve with tailor-made wallpaper design and pro-
duction. For a detailed presentation, you can vi-
sit our interior architecture project department.

With Wall Papers 
of Highest Stan-
dards we offer 
solutions that suit 
to any space and 
function
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Accessories

With custom-design products in our Glory 
Blinds accessory collection, we are brin-
ging an artistic value to your comfort of 
your living spaces. We feel the pleasure of 
offering you our decorative articles such 
as lampshade, mirror, throw pillow which 
will accentuate beauty of your spaces, in 
addition to our accessory collection whi-
ch include tiebacks, rustics rods, and rope 
curtains.

We look forward to see you at our showro-
om to explore our accessory collections.

Besides our tieback, 
rustic, rope curtain 
collections, we are 
also bringing an artis-
tic value to your living 
spaces with our de-
corative articles such 
as lampshade, throw 
pillows that will ac-
centuate the beauty 
of your spaces
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our
services
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Interior Architecture Projects

We are developing tailor-made projects with concept designs at 
our department where your architecture and interior architecture 
projects are handled carefully and meticulously at every proces-
ses from production to the implementation stages.

We are making a difference in your living spaces with our mo-
dern, sophisticated, creative and visionary designs created by the 
meticulous selections from entire special collections of us.

Whatever your living space is, from educational institutions to 
health institutions, business centers to public buildings, hotels to 
the houses, villas to mansions, offices to shops, beauty parlors to 
the barbers, etc. we are being your solution partner to your arc-
hitecture project department in all indoor and outdoor projects.

For further information, you can contact our architecture project 
department team

At Glory Blinds In-
terior Architecture 
Projects, we are bu-
ilding 3D designs of 
your living spaces 
and offering services 
with professional 
solutions to give life 
to your projects.
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Tailor-Made Projects

We are offering a high-quality service that will 
please you and help create a difference owing 
to our tailor-made solutions for your specialty 
space projects such as hotel, hospital, conferen-
ce rooms, ballrooms, etc.

We are becoming your solution partner that 
you can trust in your projects we give life with 
selections from wide range of collections throu-
gh our experienced architectures at tailor-made 
projects department.

For further information, you can contact our 
project team.

We are managing your 
project, production 
and implementation 
processes for you with 
hotel textile, hospital 
textile, curtain systems, 
stage curtains and ot-
her design elements.
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Glory Dış Ticaret Sanayi Ltd. Şti.

T: +90 212 550 00 96
F: +90 212 550 00 97

www.gloryblinds.com
info@gloryblinds.com


